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LOW MOISTURE CARPET CLEANING



INTENSE DEEP CLEANING & DRY EXTRACTION

Deep cleaning is typically prescribed annually or semi-annually, depending on the traffic levels 
of the establishment.  This is when you perform the most intensive cleaning to get the carpet as 
clean as possible.  Normally more soil is present so you must perform multiple steps to get the 
carpet clean.  
Prior to chemical application, dry soil removal can extract almost 75-80% of the overall soil in the 
carpet. It also lifts the pile and prepares the fibers for chemical application.  
The Crystal Cleaner loosens the dirt from the carpet fibres, the dry cleaning compound absorbs 
the soil like millions little sponges. After removing the dirty compound the carpet is ready to use 
immediately. 

1

Remove dry soil, lift carpet pile.

2

Prespray Crystal Cleaner, sprincle 
carpet cleaning compound.

3

Brush-in compound.

4

Pick up soiled compound.



INTERIM CLEANING WITH CRYSTAL CLEANER

Interim cleaning is ideally done a few times in between deep cleanings. For example, if you nor-
mally deep clean once per year but sustain enough foot traffic to warrant more cleanings, you 
can prescribe quarterly interim cleanings that only address the high traffic areas and keep the 
appearance level acceptable.  This will keep the carpet looking great throughout the year. The 
Crystal Cleaner loosens and encapsulates soil from the carpet fibres. This process also extends 
the life of the carpet by removing the dry soil more often.

1

Remove dry soil, lift carpet pile.

2

Spray Crystal Cleaner.

3

Brush-in Crystal Cleaner.

4

Pick up encapsulated soil.
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APPLICATION SPECTRUM
deep cleaning
interim cleaning
partial cleaning
dry soil removal
dry extraction
pile lifting
encapsulation
low moisture and dry cleaning

ADVANTAGES
no furniture removal

no drying time
immediately usable

no water marks
no redsidues

increases lifetime of a carpet
saves time and money

main traffic lanes

Only clean soiled areas: 

accumulations of dirt


